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Abstract

We propose a new approach to verification of probabilistic processes for which the
model may not be available. We show how to use a technique from Reinforcement
Learning to approximate how far apart two processes are by solving a Markov
Decision Process. The key idea of the approach is to define the MDP out of the
processes to be tested, in such a way that the optimal value is interpreted as a
divergence between the processes. This divergence can therefore be estimated by
Reinforcement Learning methods; moreover, if the two systems are not equivalent,
the algorithm returns the test(s) witnessing the non-equivalence. We show how
the approach can be adapted to (1) several equivalence notions (trace, ready, etc.)
but more importantly to (2) other stochastic formalisms, in particular to MDPs
themselves.

1 Introduction

In program verification, the goal is typically to check automatically whether a system (program,
physical device, protocol, etc.) conforms to its pre-established specification. For non-probabilistic
systems, one usually expects equivalence between the two, and most of the time this equivalence is
chosen to be bisimulation. In the verification of probabilistic systems the comparison between the
program and the specification should not be based on equivalences [7]: one reason is that the prob-
abilities involved often come from approximations of the actual numbers. Hence a slight difference
in the probabilities between two processes should not necessarily be interpreted as non equivalence.
Instead, one is interested in a notion of distance or divergence1 to quantify how far apart the pro-
cesses are. When defining a distance, we have two focus: its computability, of course, but also the
relation induced by zero distance. The actual value of the distance is usually not relevant but the
derived relation, for example bisimulation or trace equivalence, is a guide to evaluate the power or
adequacy of the distance.

In real scenarios, the model of the implementation is rarely known and the available information can
only be gathered by interacting with the system. Consequently, verification in this setting has to be
based on some form of sampling (or testing). In their famous paper on probabilistic transition sys-
tems [12], Larsen and Skou defined a test language that corresponds to probabilistic bisimulation:
two processes are bisimilar if and only if they accept the same tests with the same probabilities.
From the maximal difference over the probabilities on these tests, Van Breugel et. al. [2] have de-
fined a divergence (in fact a pseudo-metric) between processes. However the fact that this divergence
is based on bisimulation, a strong notion of equivalence, makes it hard to compute. In [6], we in-
troduced K-moment equivalence, and we showed how to compute a divergence whose zero value
is K-moment equivalence. Key properties of this new equivalence is that (1) it stands strictly be-
tween bisimulation and trace and (2) it is testable. The divergence is, as for Van Breugel et al.’s
pseudo-metric, the maximal difference over the probabilities on tests.

1A divergence is a distance that may not satisfy the triangle inequality and symmetry.



To compute divergences between processes that are based on the maximal difference between prob-
abilities on test, we have chosen to use a Reinforcement Learning (RL) method. RL methods are
applicable even when the model is not available. While verification techniques can deal with pro-
cesses of about 1012 states, RL algorithms do a lot better; for example, the TD-Gammon program
deals with more than 1040 possible states [14]. The key idea of our approach is to define a Markov
Decision Process (MDP) out of the processes to be tested and to interpret its optimal value as a di-
vergence between the processes. The equivalence (trace, K-moment, etc.) and its associated family
of tests determine how the MDP should be constructed. Moreover, our algorithm outputs a test that
witnesses the computed divergence. In [5], we showed how it can be done for trace-equivalence
and we gave PAC (Probably Approximately Correct) guarantees. In [6], we extended the results to
K-moment equivalence. In this paper, we expose the approach, we show how it could also be used
to compute divergences between MDPs; we also discuss in more details the concept of prediction.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In the following section, we briefly define LMPs, the stochastic
processes that we first worked on, and the testing language for trace equivalence. In Section 3, we
informally expose our approach via a one player stochatic game, discuss the concept of prediction,
and present briefly experimental results. Section 4 shows how the approach can be applied to other
equivalence notions while Section 5 describes how the ideas can be extended to MDPs themselves.

2 Labelled Markov Processes and Trace Equivalence

In reactive systems, actions are meant to be synchronized through interaction with the environ-
ment and we consider that no internal actions occur. Our models are Labelled Markov Processes
(LMPs) [1]; while they can be uncountable in general, we restrict to countable ones. Finite LMPs are
also called Probabilistic labelled transition systems or Markov decision processes without rewards.

Definition 2.1 A countable LMP is a tuple (S, i, Act, P ) where S is a countable set of processes,
i ∈ S the initial process, Act a finite set of actions, and P (s, a) a sub-probability distribution on
S, for s ∈ S and a ∈ Act. We use the notation PsX(a) for P (s, a)(X), the probability that an
a-transition from s ends in X . Given a trace τ (i.e., a sequence of actions), PS(τ) is the probability
to accept τ from the initial state i, whereas Pis(τ) is the probability to reach s with τ from i. Two
processes are probabilistic trace-equivalent (we will simply say trace-equivalent) if they accept the
same sequences of actions with the same probabilities.

We will always assume our models to be tree like; up to bisimulation [1], it is always possi-
ble. For example, the process “Spec” in Figure 1 is an LMP and it accepts the set of traces:
{ε, a, aa, aaa, aac, c, cc} and PSpec(aac) = 1

6 .

Trace equivalence can be characterized by a testing scenario. The test language has the following
syntax :

TTrace : t ::= ω | a.t

ω is a dummy test that always terminates with success; test a.t consists in executing action a and,
in case of success, proceeding with test t. The execution of a test may result in several possible
observations. Let aX represents the success of action a and a× its failure. The observation set of
test t is recursively defined as follows :

Oω = {ω}, Oa.t = {a×} ∪ {aX.e | e ∈ Ot}

To each test t is associated a probability distribution Qs
t (e) on Ot; it represents the probability to

witness observation e after running t on process s:

Qs
ω(ω) = 1, Qs

a.t(a
X.e) =

∑

s′∈S

Pss′(a)Qs′
t (e) where e ∈ Ot, Qs

a.t(a
×) = 1− PsS(a).

Theorem 2.2 ([12]) Two processes are trace-equivalent iff they yield the same probability distribu-
tion on observations for any test of the grammar TTrace.

3 Testing without the model

The objective is to define a divergence between “Spec”, a model of the specification and “Impl”,
a real system; the model of the latter is not necessarily available but we assume that it has the



same set of possible action as “Spec” and that we can interact with it (as a black-box) via a testing
machine2. We also want this divergence to come as the solution of an MDP, the basic ingredient of
RL techniques, on which the learning algorithm works. The rewards in the MDP have to be chosen
carefully to make sure that the optimal value will indeed define a divergence as we expect: this is
the subject of Section 3.1. We expose our approach in the form a one-player stochastic game, the
player being the personification of the learning algorithm. This particular game corresponds to trace
equivalence but the ideas can be adapted for other equivalence notions (see Section 4) and for other
structures such as MDP (see Section 5).

3.1 Trace equivalence through a Stochastic Game

When interacting with processes “Spec” and “Impl”, the player’s goal is to detect differences be-
tween the two. Hence the game (and its corresponding MDP) should give him low reward when
they behave the same (i.e., both succeed or both fail) and high reward otherwise. However, pro-
cesses are probabilistic and hence a process may behave differently on different trials of the same
action, which could lead the player to find a big difference between identical processes. This will
happen more likely when the choice at a state is “wide”, more technically, when the entropy is high.
To compensate this uncertainty, we introduce a third process, called “Clone” which is simply a copy
of the specification but given in the form of a black-box (exactly as “Impl”) (see Figure 1). The
player will get a high reward if “Impl” and “Spec” differ for some action, but this reward could be
cancelled if “Spec” and “Clone” also do. Recall that the player does not see the states reached in
“Impl” and “Clone” but does see what happens in “Spec”.
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Figure 1: Implementation, Specification, and Clone

GameTrace: The three processes start in their initial states; then

Step 1 : The player chooses an action a and makes a prediction Pred on its success or failure on
“Spec” . We will denote his choice by aX for success and by a× otherwise.

Step 2 : a is run on “Impl”, “Spec” and “Clone”. Let (oI , oSp, oC) ∈ {a×, aX}3 be the outcome
of this experiment.

Step 3 : If a succeeds on the three processes, the new player’s state is the reached state in “Spec”;
go to Step 1. Else the game ends and the player gets a reward according to the following
formula :

R :=
(
oSp = Pred

)(
(oI 6= oSp))− (oSp 6= oC)

)

where 0 and 1 are used as both truth values and numbers.

For example, if aX is selected and the observation is (a×, aX, aX) (i.e., Failure in “Impl”, Successes
in “Spec” and “Clone”) we obtain a reward of (aX = aX)((a× 6= aX)−(aX 6= aX)) = 1 (1−0) =
1, but for a×a×aX, we obtain 0 (0− 1) = 0.

With the rewards so defined, we will show in Section 3.3.2 that “Spec” and “Impl” are trace-
equivalent if, and only if, the optimal strategy has expected reward zero. Thus the optimal value
of the MDP defined from this game has a key property for a suitable notion of divergence. Note
however that in this game, we intentionally did not define the notion of “optimal strategy of the
player”, because our motivation in introducing this game was simply to fix the intuition about our

2In the classification of Van Glabbeek [8], the testing machine we assume is equipped with (1) a series of
buttons (one for each action), (2) a reset button and (3) a replication button to generate copies of the current
process. To avoid recursive replication, we delete copies in memory once a transition happens from one state
to the next.



new notion of divergence between stochastic processes. As stated, the divergence definition is in
terms of an optimal policy of a Markov Decision Process. If the reader wants to define this diver-
gence notion directly on the game, it is then important to point out that, from a game theoretic point
of view, the optimal strategy of the player may deviate from the optimal policy of its associate MDP
if the player is allowed to develop a strategy that takes into account the rewards observed in the
current game, and not only the current position3. Thus, to conform to the Markovian hypothesis of
the MDPs, in the definition of the game, we may have to restrict the player’s information during the
game to its current state position only, and hide until the end of the game all the information about
the obtained rewards. Note however that, for the trace-equivalence case (i.e., for GameTrace defined
above), this technical restriction in the definition of the game is irrelevant because non zero rewards
can only be obtained at the end of the last turn of the game.

Remark 3.1 This game has been inspired by a well known and well studied divergence, the
Kullback-Leibler divergence. Our approach exploits the idea that two processes are “equivalent”
via testing if, and only if, they yield the same probability distributions on observations for any test
generated from the given test grammar. Hence, the divergence between two processes could have
been defined with the help of a divergence between the probability distributions on test observations.
The Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL divergence) would have been a candidate: it is defined, for
two distributions Q and P , as

KL(Q‖P ) := Eh∼Q ln
1

P (h)
− Eh∼Q ln

1
Q(h)

(See [3]). Unfortunately, because of the high number of possible tests (on huge systems), the maxi-
mum value over all Kullback-Leibler divergences is not tractable. Nevertheless, let us describe the
analogy between GameTrace and KL divergence. The entropy of P relativised by Q (Eh∼Q ln 1

P (h)

in the above formula) can be seen as how likely we can obtain different observations when interact-
ing (via some test t) with “Spec” and “Impl”. On the other hand, the entropy of the distribution
Q (Eh∼Q ln 1

Q(h) in the above formula) can also be seen as a quantification over the likelihood
to obtain different observations when running the same action on “Spec” twice. Thus, the game
expresses the same kind of tradeoff as the KL divergence. This is another indication that one can
derive the notion of divergence we are looking for.

3.2 Prediction

It is not clear at first sight why the prediction is important in Step 1 of GameTrace. One could
suggest to just run a on the three processes and collect the rewards (without multiplying by oSp =
Pred). If “Spec” and “Impl” are trace equivalent, the optimal strategy would indeed have expected
reward zero, as wanted. However, the converse would not be true: there are non trace-equivalent
LMPs for which the optimal strategy would have expected reward zero. Here is an example: consider
systems with one a-transition from one state to another. In “Spec” (and “Clone”), let the probability
of this transition be 1

2 and let it be 1 in “Impl”. Then “Spec” and “Impl” would get a divergence zero
even if they are not trace-equivalent.

We proved that such examples always exhibit a specific form of symmetry in “Spec”, that is, the
probabilities of the two observations (success and failure) are equal (here, both 1

2 ).

This phenomenon (symmetry) is not specific to trace equivalence and can be observed in different
other settings (e.g. other equivalence notions, etc.). As shown in the case of trace equivalence, deal-
ing with these symmetric cases is possible through prediction and the number of different prediction
values required depends on the number of observations. For instance, in trace equivalence, after
an action execution, there are two possible observations on “Spec” : success (aX) or failure (a×).
Therefore, there are two possible prediction values : X ×.

At a first glance, using predictions appears to be expensive since the set of actions is multiplied for
each prediction value. It is important to note, however, that the different variants apred1, apred2, etc.
of the same original action a differs only by their immediate reward : apred1 and apred2 share the
same expected values beyond the next state. This contributes to keep the size and complexity of the
MDP tractable even if the set of actions is multiplied.

3In an MDP, a Markov property is assumed. It implies that the action choice is done by a policy that only
depends on the current state.



3.3 The Reinforcement Learning framework

In artificial intelligence, Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) offer a popular mathematical tool for
planning and learning in the presence of uncertainty [10]. MDPs are a standard formalism for
describing multi-stage decision making in probabilistic environments (what we called a one-player
stochastic games in the preceding section). The objective of the decision making is to maximize a
cumulative measure of long-term performance, called the reward.

3.3.1 Brief recall on MDPs

In an MDP, an agent interacts with a stochastic environment at a discrete, low-level time scale. On
each time step t, the agent observes its current state st ∈ S and chooses an action at from an action
set A. One time step later, the agent transits to a new state st+1, and receives a reward signal rt+1,
which has expected value Ra

s st+1
. The goal in solving MDPs is to find a way of behaving, or policy,

which yields a maximal reward. Formally, a policy is defined as a probability distribution for picking
actions in each state. For any policy π : S ×A → [0, 1] and any state s ∈ S, the value function of π
for state s is defined as the expected infinite-horizon discounted return from s, given that the agent
behaves according to π:

V π(s) := Eπ{rt+1 + γrt+2 + γ2rt+3 + · · · |st = s}
where γ is a factor between 0 and 1 used to discount future rewards. The objective is to find an
optimal policy, π∗ which maximizes the value V π(s) of each state s. The optimal value function,
V ∗, is the unique value function corresponding to any optimal policy.

For a detailed introduction on Markov Decision Process and Reinforcement Learning algorithms,
the reader may consult [14].

3.3.2 Constructing the Markov Decision Process MLMP

The state space of the MDP MLMP will be the state space of the LMP “Spec” plus one extra state,
called Dead. This state reflects in the MDP the fact that GameTrace is over: i.e. one of the three
LMPs failed to execute the last action chosen by the player. Any other state of MLMP represents
the current state of the LMP “Spec” during the execution of GameTrace. For each action a of the
LMP “Spec” (and hence of the LMP “Impl”), both aX and a× are actions of MLMP. The probability
transitions and the average rewards signals then follow from the rules of GameTrace. Hence, if one
only wants to run a Q-learning algorithm [15] on it, only the model of “Spec” and a possibility of
interacting with “Clone” and “Impl” is required.

The defined MDP satisfies the following theorem.

Theorem 3.2 Let MLMP be the MDP induced by “Spec”, “Impl”, and “Clone”. If γ < 1 (discount
factor) or |MLMP| < ∞ then the optimal value V ?(i) ≥ 0 for any policy π, and V ?(i) = 0 if and
only if “Spec” and “Impl” are trace equivalent.

We can now give the definition of trace equivalence divergence.

Definition 3.3 Let “Spec” and “Impl” be two LMPs and MLMP their induced MDP. We define their
trace equivalence divergence as

divTrace(“Spec”‖“Impl”) := V ?(i).

The proofs and definition intuitions are omitted in this paper due to space limitations but can be
found in [5].

3.4 Implementation and PAC guarantees

As mentioned in Section 3.1, the full model of the MDP might not be available. Therefore, it is not
appropriate to use a Dynamic Programming algorithm such as value iteration [14] to solve the MDP.
Instead, we use a Q-Learning algorithm [15]. Q-Learning is an off-policy Temporal Difference (TD)
control algorithm which directly approximates V ?(i).



To validate the accuracy of the solution given by the Q-learning algorithm (and then the accuracy
of our divergence function), note that there exists a PAC (probably approximately correct) guaran-
tee for the Q-learning algorithm (see [11]). Unfortunately, this guarantee is very difficult to com-
pute, which makes it unusable in practice. However, in the situation where “Spec” and “Impl” are
not trace-equivalent, some guarantees about the accuracy of the solution can be achieved. Indeed,
from the optimal policy, one can deduce a test that witnesses this non equivalence. Hence, in non
trace-equivalence situation, one can guarantee a bottom bound for the optimal value by running this
deduced test on both “Spec” and “Impl”. See [5] for a detailed discussion about the PAC guarantee
of our approach.

The approach described so far has been implemented for trace equivalence. Two action selection
algorithms have been experimented: ε-greedy and SoftMax. For both methods, we tried several
functions to decrease the ε (resp. the τ ) values. The combination that produced the best results
is SoftMax such that the temperature τ is decreasing from 0.8 to 0.01 according to the function :
τ = k

currentEpisod+l (k and l are constants). The learning rate α (also called step size) must decrease
in order to assure convergence of the Q-Learning algorithm. We tried several decreasing functions
and the best convergence results are with 1

x where x is the number of times the state-action has been
visited.

4 Other equivalence notions

The tests defined by Larsen and Skou [12] have a copy construct that represents running many
tests on a given state, and this recursively. The need to maintain an arbitrary number of replicas
of states is an obstacle to automatization and has been an argument against bisimulation which is
thus considered too strong, even for non-probabilistic processes. The algorithm can be tailored to
any equivalence notion that does not require to maintain an unbounded number of replicas. Several
equivalence notions fall in this category. Some of them are known, namely, Ready, Failure [9], Barb
Acceptance, and Barb Failure [13] and some others are less known, as the K-moment equivalences
family which we introduced in [6]. Due to space limitations, we only present the test grammars we
propose for these notions.

Equivalence Test Grammar
Trace TTrace ::= ω | a.t
Ready Tready ::= ω | a.t | {a1, . . . , an}

Failure Tfailure ::= ω | a.t | {¬a1, . . . ,¬an}
Barb Acceptance TBarbAcc ::= ω | a.t | {a1, . . . , an}a.t

Barb Failure TBarbRef ::= ω | a.t | {¬a1, . . . ,¬an}a.t
K −moment Tkmoment ::= ω | ak.t

A test of the form {a1, . . . , an} consists in executing the actions a1, . . . , an respectively on n copies
of the current process and stop. The test {a1, . . . , an}a.t consists in executing test {a1, . . . , an, a}
on n + 1 copies of the current process, and if the a-copy succeeds, proceed with t on this copy (and
delete the others). The test ak.t is equivalent to test {a1, . . . , ak−1}a.t where ai = a for all i.

5 Application to MDPs

In addition to its applicability on other equivalence notions, the divergence algorithm presented so
far can be extended to other formalisms similar to LMPs, in particular to MDPs. Recall that MDPs
have a mathematical structure which is very similar to LMPs; the only important difference lies in
the concept of reward which is completely absent in the LMPs. With the use of prediction, we will
lift our technique from LMPs to MDPs.

For the rest of the section, by analogy, we will denote by “Spec” and “Impl”, the two MDPs on
which we want to define a divergence, and as for the LMP case, we will suppose that they are in
a tree like representation, and share the same set Act of possible actions. Moreover, we will also
suppose that they share the same set Reward of possible reward signal values. In order to apply our
technique to MDPs, we distinguish two cases.



5.1 Case 1 : the set Reward is small

In an MDP, when an agent chooses an action and transits to a next state, it receives a reward value
out of several possible reward values. This is very similar to the LMPs situation where an action
execution yields two possible observations, aX and a×. In fact, an LMP with an additional Dead
state can be seen as an MDP with a binary reward space (0 or 1). In this associated MDP, the
agent makes a transition to the Dead state if the action failed in the LMP and transits as in the
LMP otherwise. Moreover, the associated MDP’s reward signals are all equal to 1 except when the
Dead state is reached, in which case the reward is 0. From this point of view, it is easy to see that
our approach generalizes naturally to MDPs, simply by adapting our testing framework in order to
capture the fact that an action execution yields several possible observations (one for each possible
reward signal). Then, as discussed in Section 3.2, it is possible to adapt the divergence algorithm by
defining a prediction value for each possible reward.

More precisely, the construction of the MDP MMDP from the MDPs “Spec”, “Impl” (and “Clone”)
on which our divergence notion is based will be identical to the one given in Section 4, except for
the set of actions which in this case will be

{
ar | a ∈ Act and r ∈ Reward

}
.

This will lead to an algorithm for which the theorems of Section 3.3.2 hold as well. Note however
that the set of actions will be multiplied by the number of rewards. But, as mentioned in Section 3.2,
the different variants of each action will differ only by their immediate reward. If the number of
different possible reward signals of the MDP is relatively small, the problem should remain tractable.

5.2 Case 2 : the set Reward is very large or continuous

In this situation, the previous approach is not appropriate since the MDP MMDP will then yield
a huge or infinite number of actions. Nevertheless, we will see that this is not really a problem
because every MDP is equivalent to an MDP whose reward space has exactly two elements.

First note that, by way of rescaling, we can assume w.l.o.g. that Reward is contained in the unit
interval [0, 1]. Now, let us define “Spec binary” the MDP obtained from “Spec” by replacing its
reward signals Ra

s s′ by the stochastic binary reward signals Rewarda
s s′ defined as follows:

Pr (Rewarda
s s′ = 0) = 1−Ra

s s′ ,

Pr (Rewarda
s s′ = 1) = Ra

s s′ .

Clearly, “Spec” and “Spec binary” have identical expected immediate rewards. Since the reward
part of an MDP is only based on the expected immediate rewards (Ra

s st+1
), two MDPs that differ

only by their reward signals (without differing by their expected immediate rewards) are, as MDPs,
equivalent. Thus “Spec” and “Spec binary” are equivalent.

Hence, one can define our divergence notion to arbitrary MDPs by applying the construction of
Case 1 to “Spec binary” and “Impl binary”.

6 Conclusion
This paper is a continuation of [5] and [6] where (1) a completely new approach to estimate how far
apart two LMPs are and (2) a new family of equivalences (K-moment) that are a good compromise
between trace-equivalence and bisimulation were presented. Indeed, we introduced a notion of di-
vergence divTrace( . ‖ . ) that can be estimated via some Monte-Carlo estimation using Reinforcement
Learning algorithms. Traditional approaches, on the other hand, are based on costly complete cal-
culations on the models. The RL approach therefore opens a way for analyzing huge systems and
even infinite ones. Moreover, it can be adapted to other equivalences that can be tested via recursive
replication-free test grammars.

In this paper, we showed how the approach can be extended to compute divergences between MDPs.
This opens a way to a theory of approximations on MDPs as it happened for LMPs (for example,
see [4]). Indeed, it is surely a good strategy to solve an approximation of a very large MDP rather
than trying to solve the MDP itself, provided some guarantees on the fact that an optimal solution
on the approximation remains a good solution on the original MDP.



Finally, both for LMPs and MDPs, if two processes are trace-equivalent, our divergence will return
zero, otherwise it will provide a number and a test that witness the non equivalence.
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